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For Immediate Release
Keri Systems Releases Reflections Integrated Video for Access Control
Keri Systems has released Reflections Event Video Recorder (EVR), a revolutionary marriage of access
control and video. Compatible with a growing number of DVR/NVR manufacturers, Reflections enhances
the functionality of those products as well as works directly with many popular IP cameras without
requiring a DVR or NVR.

Using Reflections in conjunction with DVR/NVRs has many advantages over other access/video
integrations. In addition to the normal interface features seen in the industry, Keri's unique features
include maintaining copies of important clips even after the original source has overwritten them, nonreliance on inaccurate time stamps, the ability to manually operate the access control hardware from the
video screens, and a host of other features and benefits that end users will appreciate. When used with
IP cameras without an intervening video recorder, customers have the capabilities of live viewing and
recording within Reflections while matching events from the access control hardware, as well as PTZ
control.

“Reflections offers customers extreme flexibility when deploying their security systems, even if they are
using products from more than a single video manufacturer,” says Dennis Geiszler, Vice President of
Marketing”. “Additionally, Reflections provides a number of powerful user features not found in other
products. When we demo the product, often times customers ask to see some of the features shown
again because they are in disbelief about what they just saw.”

Because of the integrations developed with a number of video manufacturers, Keri is forming cooperative
partnerships with a number of them so that customers can learn how they might benefit from a joint
solution. For more on Reflections and other Keri products, please visit www.kerisys.com.

Keri Systems is a leading provider of integrated card access control, with integrated telephone entry,
video badging systems, biometrics and digital video recording. Located in the heart of California’s famed
Silicon Valley at 2305 Bering Drive., San Jose, CA, USA, the company continues to enhance its
leadership in controller and proximity technology by offering a suite of products and services for
customers requiring more than just basic access control hardware and software.
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